Back to School

I am very sad that school closed down, but it is starting soon, and I mean really soon. It starts on the twelfth of August.

I like school because I can learn things, but sometimes, things are way too easy. I hope that this year in second grade the stuff they will teach things that I do not know. I want to learn things that are new and exciting, not old and boring. If it is new and exciting I will be very happy. Things will just have to be more challenging.

Second grade teachers are nice. The kids that are coming from first grade I will know, but the new kids I will make friends with.

Now I want to talk about things like P.E., Music, Latin and Art. I will start with the first one which is P.E. In P.E. we do sports and active running around, exercise games. We sometimes play Dodgeball - it is really fun! Now I am going to tell you about Music class. In Music class we learn notes and how to sing, I wish they could even play on the piano. I also want to talk about Latin. In Latin class we learn new words and even color places in Latin! Last of all I am going to tell you about Art class. In Art class we draw things and then we color our picture. We even learned how to water-color! All our specials are so fun!

I love school because it is so fun!